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Abstract

Recent work has demonstrated the feasibility of using decellularized lung extracellular matrix

scaffolds to support the engineering of functional lung tissue in vitro. Rendered acellular through

the use of detergents and other reagents, the scaffolds are mounted in organ-specific bioreactors

where cells in the scaffold are provided with nutrients and appropriate mechanical stimuli such as

ventilation and perfusion. Though initial studies are encouraging, a great deal remains to be done

to advance the field and transition from rodent lungs to whole human tissue engineered lungs. To

do so, a variety of hurdles must be overcome. In particular, a reliable source of human-sized

scaffolds, as well as a method of terminal sterilization of scaffolds, must be identified. Continued

research in lung cell and developmental biology will hopefully help identify the number and types

of cells that will be required to regenerate functional lung tissue. Finally, bioreactor designs must

be improved in order to provide more precise ventilation stimuli and vascular perfusion in order to

avoid injury to or death of the cells cultivated within the scaffold. Ultimately, the success of

efforts to engineer a functional lung in vitro will critically depend on the ability to create a fully
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endothelialized vascular network that provides sufficient barrier function and alveolar-capillary

surface area to exchange gas at rates compatible with healthy lung function.

Index Terms

Decellularization; decellularized lung; lung engineering; organ engineering; tissue engineering

I. Introduction

LUNG disease is currently the third most common cause of death in the United States and is

the only one of the top three causes of death that is increasing in prevalence [1]. Lung

transplantation is the primary intervention for end stage lung disease, but this option is

limited by a paucity of donor organs and the poor longevity of transplanted lungs. Of those

that are implanted, over 75% of grafts fail in the first ten years, resulting in a patient survival

rate of only 30% at the ten year time point [2]. Tissue engineering may offer an alternative

solution to this unmet clinical need for functional, replacement lungs.

First and foremost, the engineered lung tissue must be able to exchange gas. The tissue,

then, must possess a network of vascular conduits, with an adequate surface area and

membranes thin enough to allow rapid diffusion of gases into and out of the blood. The

vascular network must resist thrombosis and possess sufficient barrier function to prevent

flooding of the alveoli with blood or blood components. By these criteria, two groups have

met with modest success in regenerating functional lung tissues. Petersen et al., as well as

Ott et al., have successfully implanted engineered lungs that exchanged gas for several hours

[3], [4].

While these examples provide an encouraging foundation for the field of whole organ lung

engineering, significant work remains to be done in three key areas: the scaffold used to

construct the organ, the cells used to populate the organ, and the bioreactor in which to

cultivate the organ (see Fig. 1).

The scaffold provides the architecture of the organ and supports the function of the organ by

maintaining multiple, independent compartments and by providing a hierarchical, branching

structure. The cells impart additional biological function, and the bioreactor facilitates

growth and development via nutrient and waste transfer as well as oxygen transport. These

three main components are undoubtedly intertwined. Seeding of endothelial and epithelial

cells, which enhance the barrier function, also provides a renewable population that confers

long-term stability of the engineered tissue and allows the transplanted organ to function for

more than a few hours.

With this complex union of constituents in mind, we review the successes and challenges

encountered thus far in the areas of scaffold generation, strategic recellularization, and

bioreactor design. We aim to provide insight into a rapidly evolving field that ultimately

aims to reconstitute functional lungs in vitro.
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II. Lung Scaffolds

A. Design Criteria and Scaffold Properties

The ability to exchange gas falls primarily on three physical properties of the lung: 1)

extensive surface area, 2) very thin alveolar capillary membranes, and 3) viscoelastic

behavior.

For gas exchange to occur, the air and blood must be closely apposed (the walls of the

alveoli are only 20–60 nm in thickness [5], [6]). Indeed, a set of adult human lungs has a

surface area of 70–100 m2, approximately the surface area of a tennis court. An increase of

the barrier thickness by twofold or loss of half of the surface area for gas exchange due to

ruptured or absent alveolar walls would halve the diffusion capacity of oxygen. Although

human lungs do possess some “reserve capacity,” a reduction of more than one-third of the

diffusion capacity is incompatible with healthy lung function [7]. To date, gently

decellularized whole organ scaffolds achieve this requirement more effectively than any

other scaffold alternative. Other methods, such as the use of hydrogels, electrospun

scaffolds, or other “bulk” synthetic methods fail to recapitulate the structural hierarchy of a

lung due to insufficient control over form [8]. Techniques such as 3-D printing, while

attractive due to reproducibility and impressive structural control, are so far unable to

achieve adequate spatial resolution to recapitulate the gas-exchanging alveolar-capillary

network.

The necessity for the lung to be both compliant and elastic also favors the use of

decellularized tissue as a scaffold. Compliance or distensibility allows the lungs to inflate as

a direct result of small pressure differences between the alveoli and the surrounding

environment. Elastic recoil allows for passive exhalation, which helps to minimize the work

of ventilation [7]. Various groups have decellularized rodent lungs using CHAPS [3] sodium

dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and TritonX-100 [4], or TritonX-100 and sodium deoxycholate

(SDC) [9]. All of these methods produce acellular scaffolds that exhibit hysteresis, but

decreased compliance, compared to the native lung [3], [4], [9]. In addition to the absence of

surfactant in decellularized lungs, this is likely due to lack of elastin, compared to native

lungs [3], [9]. Additional work by Petersen et al. demonstrated that the ultimate tensile stress

value of decellularized lung is similar to that of native lung [10].

In addition to mechanical considerations, a decellularized scaffold for lung regeneration

must be hospitable to cell adhesion, survival, and proliferation. Decellularized scaffolds

from the variety of methods in the literature retain many of the major basement membrane

and extracellular matrix proteins present in the native organ, [3], [4], [9], [11]–[14], [15]–

[19]. Among these are fibrillar collagens I and III, which provide structural integrity, and

collagen IV, which forms the basement membrane. Other basement membrane proteins such

as laminins and fibronectin are present in varying amounts. Compared to nonspecific,

commercial substrates such as Matrigel or collagen I, organ specific extracellular matrices

promote cellular phenotypes that are more appropriate to the organ [20]–[23].

In addition to the objectives of removing the cellular material and retaining ECM

components, the scaffolds must be devoid of residual detergents, which are cytotoxic [19],
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[24]. Studies with pulmonary valves suggest that concentrations of < 50 mg/L in the final

wash, as detected by high-performance liquid chromatography, indicate a fully rinsed,

nontoxic scaffold [24]. Lungs decellularized with SDS that support epithelial cell growth

contain undetectable levels of SDS per mg tissue after sufficient rinsing [16].

In addition to the residual quantity, the type of detergent(s) used impacts the results of

cellular repopulation, though there are conflicting reports of the “best” substrate by this

measure. Repopulation of mouse lung scaffolds decellularized with each of the

aforementioned detergents with either mesenchymal stem cells or the C10 epithelial cell line

demonstrated little difference between scaffolds [25]. Human microvascular endothelial

cells seeded onto urinary bladder basement membrane decellularized with 3% TritonX-100,

4% SDC, 8 mM CHAPS, or 1% SDS have a more normal phenotype and form a more

confluent monolayer when cultured on TritonX-treated matrix, compared to the other

detergents [26]. Finally, human alveolar epithelial cells seeded onto human lung matrix

decellularized with regimens similar to those above, showed fewer apoptotic cells, less T-

cell activation, and induction of fewer cytokines on lungs decellularized with 1% SDS,

compared to cells cultured on matrix treated with other detergents [17]. Although these data

may reflect differences in the tissue response to the detergents applied or cell type-specific

interactions with acellular matrix, there is clearly more work to be done. As efforts proceed,

optimized decellularization regimens should be evaluated by 1) the effect that they have on

whole lung mechanics, 2) the degree to which ECM components are retained, the extent to

which 3) cellular components are removed, and 4) the viability, phenotype, and function of

cells seeded onto the acellular matrix.

In sum, work on rodents [3], [4], [9], [12], [13], [15], macaques [11], and more recently with

the human and pig tissue [14], [16]–[18], has established the feasibility of the

decellularization approach. Acellular matrices are useful platforms to study cell behavior

[3], [4], [11]–[15], [22], [27]–[29]. One major hurdle in transitioning from rodent to large

animal lungs is establishing consistent and reliable scaffold production across species and

across laboratories. The long-term structural integrity and the ability of the scaffold to

support long-term cell survival will also need to be evaluated.

B. Use of Decellularized Pulmonary Scaffolds in the Clinic

In 2008, the first example of using a decellularized cadaveric trachea that was seeded with

bone marrow cells and nasal epithelium to replace an airway segment in a patient was

reported [30]. In 2008, nearly 11,000 lungs were deemed unsuitable for transplant due to the

poor organ function and were therefore never procured, despite prior consent for lung

procurement [31]. Whether these donated, but unused organs could be salvaged for scaffold

generation in the future is unclear. If the extracellular matrix is significantly compromised,

cadaveric human lungs may not be an option. Therefore, alternative sources such as

nonhuman primate or porcine lungs may be critical to the advancement of the field.

Porcine organs in particular are an attractive option in the near-term. Much of the

infrastructure for pig cultivation for other tissue-based products, such as heart valves,

pericardium, and intestinal submucosa, already exists [32], [33]. Recent success in

establishing a pig model of cystic fibrosis suggests that pigs may be good models for human
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lung disease as well [34], [35]. Additionally, fully cellular, porcine lungs that were

transplanted into immune-depleted baboons were able to provide adequate gas exchange

(“full respiratory support”) for up to 11 h, with little histological evidence of microvascular

or alveolar damage upon explant [36]. At a minimum, this demonstrates sufficient surface

area to support human gas exchange requirements if decellularized porcine lungs were to

serve as a scaffold for generation of lung tissue that could be implanted in a human. The

ability of a human immune system to accommodate a porcine extracellular matrix requires

additional evaluation.

One additional consideration is the sterilization of scaffolds. Unfortunately, no single

method of sterilizing matrix-based allografts or xenografts has been established [37].

Chemical and high-dose antibiotic treatments present the risk of toxicity or adverse reaction

to residual compounds, while extreme conditions such as high heat (autoclaving) will

denature collagens. Sterilization of the bone and anterior cruciate ligament allografts with

gamma irradiation or electron beams, respectively, can have adverse effects on the

mechanical properties of these grafts [38], [39]. Low doses of gamma irradiation (2M Rad)

can be used to terminally sterilize decellularized tracheas, [40], but whether the more

delicate structure of the lung can withstand similar treatment remains to be seen. Ethylene

oxide would require extensive out-gassing, and toxic ethylene glycol byproducts are formed

when gas comes into contact with water [37]. Ultimately, supercritical carbon dioxide may

be the most promising option for terminal sterilization of complex 3-D biological products

such as a decellularized lung scaffolds, though this technology is still in its infancy. First

described as an efficient method of destroying microorganisms in 1995 [41], supercritical

CO2 does not require temperatures above 37 °C, can penetrate tissues, and is nontoxic [42].

Terminal sterilization of acellular dermal matrix with supercritical CO2 has proven effective

at reducing bioburden to levels below FDA guidelines, with minimal disruption of

mechanical properties [43], [44]. For all of these reasons, supercritical CO2 is an attractive

option for acellular scaffold sterilization, provided it does not negatively impact the

structure, composition, or mechanics of the lung extracellular matrix.

In summary, a scaffold suitable for use in whole lung tissue engineering must first and

foremost be devoid of cells and cell components prior to reseeding. Recommendations by

the Badylak group, for example, stipulate a lack of visible nuclear material by DAPI or H&E

staining, DNA fragment length of less than 200 bp, and less than 50 ng dsDNA/mg ECM by

dry weight [45]. The scaffold must also provide a hospitable environment for cell adhesion

and survival, which largely relies on retention of constituent basement membrane proteins.

The scaffold must also meet structural criteria specific for lung function, such as sufficient

surface area for gas exchange and an intact basement membrane between air and blood. At a

minimum, this membrane should provide a barrier to cell-sized particles. At least two-thirds

of the vascular compartment must be comprised of patent, perfusable conduits so that blood

can be oxygenated. The overall mechanics of the scaffold must be compatible with

continuous ventilation long term; that is, possessing of both a viscous and elastic region

when examined on a stress–strain curve. Finally, though the scaffold must be sterile, there

can be no toxic elements retained within the scaffold.
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III. Strategies for Cellular Repopulation: Cell Types and Use With a

Decellularized Whole Organ Scaffold

A. Essential Cellular Constituents of the Lung

The lung is largely comprised of three categories of cell type: epithelial, endothelial, and

interstitial, or mesenchymal. The epithelia line the airways from trachea to alveoli; they

provide the barrier function between air and blood and perform regionally specific functions

such as mucociliary clearance and gas exchange (see Fig. 2). Unlike the gut epithelium,

which is completely renewed in less than a week, the epithelial layer of the lung is renewed

only once every four months during normal homeostasis [46], [47].

Endothelial cells, which account for approximately 50% of the cells in the lung, also provide

barrier function and accomplish the critical task of preventing thrombosis, both physically

and by production of hemoactive substances. They additionally provide biochemical and

molecular support for the epithelium.

Finally, interstitial cells, which are comprised of fibroblasts and other mesenchymal cells

(MSCs), provide structural stability through extracellular matrix production and turnover.

They are also critical for the survival and physiologically appropriate organization of the

epithelium.

Taken together, there are nearly 250 billion cells in the human lung, of which 26% are found

in the nonalveolar regions (i.e., trachea and upper airways) and 74% are found in the

alveolar regions [48]. The nonalveolar regions of the lung total 65 billion cells, including

30–40% interstitial cells, approximately 40–50% endothelial cells, and a smaller fraction of

epithelium—approximately 10 billion total [49]. The 184 billion cells found in the alveoli

are approximately 50% endothelial, followed by 25% interstitial, and 25% epithelial, with

the remaining small fraction accounted for by alveolar macrophages [50]. This translates to

80 billion endothelial cells (largely microvascular), 60 billion interstitial cells, and 35 billion

epithelial cells in the alveolar region alone. For successful lung tissue engineering, each

category of cells will have to be provided for.

B. Epithelial Cells

The two central questions in epithelial cell repopulation of the scaffold are 1) which cell

types are both necessary and sufficient to generate functional lung tissue and 2) how can

these cells be obtained?

1) Primary Lung Cell Types—In the trachea and upper airways, the primary function of

the epithelium is to humidify the air taken in by the lungs and to provide immunological

protection via mucociliary clearance. The production of secretoglobins and

immunoglobulins confer additional immunity. In the adult trachea and primary bronchi

(cartilaginous airways), the luminal epithelium performs these roles; this population includes

ciliated columnar epithelial cells, mucus-producing goblet cells, neuroendocrine cells, basal

cells, and both Clara (club) and club-like cells.
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Neuroendocrine cells are located within the monolayer of epithelium and serve as a

“specialized” epithelial phenotype. They are able to sense oxygen, produce bioactive

compounds, and promote the secretory functions of other epithelial cell types [51]–[54].

Though they make up less than 10% of the airway epithelial cell population [51], these are

likely an important component of the airway epithelium for lung engineering efforts.

Basal cells account for approximately 30% of the pseudos-tratified mucociliary population

in the human lung (though only 2% of the rat airway population). They are located beneath

the columnar epithelial cells in the proximal airways and constitute 90% of the cell surfaces

in constant contact with the basement membrane [49]. More heavily represented in the

trachea and proximal airways, the frequency of basal cells diminishes toward the distal lung.

In the upper airways, they assist in resolving club cell injury in the mouse and give rise to

ciliated cells, which otherwise do not replicate [55], [56]. Basal cells that are isolated from

the human trachea are classified as stem cells for the region [57].

Club cells are also multifunctional. Characterized by the production of the secretoglobin

club cell secretory protein (CCSP, also known as CC10), they are distributed asymmetrically

along the airway tree. Although largely absent from the proximal airways of the human

lung, club cells represent up to 22% of the total population in the respiratory bronchioles and

account for 44% of the replicating cells at this level [58]. Indeed, they are the principle cells

required for maintaining homeostasis of the bronchial airway epithelium and the bronchioles

of normal adult mice after injury [59], [60].

The function of the distal lung is primarily gas exchange and the production of systemic

exocrine and hemoactive factors. This region of the lung is organized into a complex system

of alveoli that is comprised of two primary epithelial cells types: squamous type I epithelial

cells and cuboidal type II cells. Type I cells line the majority of the alveoli (covering up to

95% of the alveolar surface area) and are the primary site of gas-exchange, while type II

cells secrete alveolar surfactants and give rise to type I cells. Recent evidence suggests that

type II cells are actually a heterogeneous population made up of subpopulations with

differing regenerative capacities [61]. In addition, though type II epithelial cells have

historically been considered the primary progenitor cell of the alveolus, careful lineage-

tracing experiments by the Hogan group have recently shown that murine type II cells are

capable of clonal expansion as well. This capacity for self-renewal promotes the status of

murine type II cells to that of an alveolar stem cell [62].

2) Lung-Resident Stem and Progenitor Cells—The ability of certain epithelial cell

populations to recapitulate healthy lung tissue in the context of various insults and injuries is

an area of intense research interest and is extremely relevant to lung regeneration.

Populations that have been identified in rodents and also have candidate analogs in human

lung include a subpopulation of bronchial epithelium that is integrin α6 β4 positive [63] and

a p-63 expressing “basal-like” cell that proliferates in response to influenza infection [64].

Putative OCT4+ progenitor cells, isolated from pig lungs [65], and cells from human lungs

that express the stem cell marker c-kit, may have the capacity to regenerate damaged lung

tissue [66].
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The population of bronchial epithelial cells that are characterized by the α6 β4 integrin and a

lack of surfactant protein C (SP-C) proliferate after severe injury—they are otherwise

“dormant” after more mild insults [63]. When supplied with the appropriate mixed cell

population from embryonic mouse lungs (including both epithelial and MSCs) in a kidney

capsule “organoid” assay, these β4+ cells are able to recapitulate entire lung structures in a

clonal manner. β4+ progenitor cells generate both CCSP+ airway structures and SP-C+

alveolar-like structures, but require both MSCs and a mixed population of embryonic

epithelial cells in order to give rise to lung-specific progeny. Contributions of other elements

of the kidney capsule environment are likely important as well, though these are as yet

undefined.

Studies by Kumar et al. have used array-based techniques to distinguish regional epithelial

progenitors [64]. Despite shared expression of 99% of the hybridized genes, epithelial

progenitors from different regions of the airway tree can be separated by whole genome

expression profiles. These cells give rise to different progeny in air–liquid interface

experiments. Although the nasal and tracheal epithelium yield robust populations of mucus-

producing and ciliated epithelial cells, the distal airway stem cells form hollow, alveoli-like

spheres, and show expression of type I and type II cell markers.

One potentially important marker of lung progenitors may be OCT4. In the pig lung, there

appears to be an OCT4+ epithelial progenitor that is also characterized by an ability to self-

renew, form colonies, and give rise to type I and II alveolar epithelial cells [65]. Another

study of type I epithelial cells which express OCT4 showed they had phenotypic plasticity in

vitro [67]. These data indicate that OCT4 may characterize the capacity for phenotypic

plasticity and self-renewal in the lung epithelium.

Finally, a somewhat controversial study published in 2011 asserts the existence of rare c-kit-

expressing cells within the human lung that can be isolated and expanded in culture. These

proposed “c-kit+ lung stem cells” are reported to form bronchioles, alveoli, and pulmonary

vessels [66]. The ability of these cells to generate cell types of all three germ layers—a feat

typically achieved by only embryonic or induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells—would

indicate a cell of great potential value. However, no reports replicating these data have been

published to date.

3) Exogenous Stem Cells: Embryonic, Induced Pluripotent, and Fetal-
Associated Cells

a. Human embryonic stem cells: Several groups have utilized murine, and then

human, embryonic stem cells to derive distal epithelium in vitro [68]–[72]. These

protocols produce cells that phenotypically appear to be “type II-like;” they possess

lamellar bodies and show expression of surfactant proteins, including surfactant

protein C [28], [70]–[73]. Derivation of airway epithelial cells from ESCs has also

been demonstrated following culture of ESCs under an air–liquid interface [72]–

[74]. Although these studies are important feasibility studies and can be used to

inform strategies for directing the differentiation of other stem and progenitor cells,

their clinical utility may ultimately be limited by the significant ethical hurdles
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associated with human embryonic stem cells. Therefore, other sources of stem and

progenitor cells from which to generate lung cells are indispensable.

b. iPS cells: iPS cells are the product of adult somatic cell reprogramming to an

embryonic-like state by inducing a “forced” expression of specific pluripotent

genes [75], [76]. Several research groups have reported the successful

differentiation of iPS cells toward a range of pulmonary epithelial types, including

both type II-like cells and airway epithelium, using a variety of protocols [73], [77],

[78]. For the purposes of cell transplantation and tissue engineering, many ways to

generate integration-free iPS cells have been reported. Several techniques rely on

nonintegrating DNA such as plasmids [75], [79], adenoviruses [80], [81], or

episomes [82]. RNA-based methods such as Sendai virus [83] or messenger RNA

(mRNA, [84], [85]) have also emerged. Additional trials have been done with

proteins [86] or chemically defined reagents [87]. Though rapid progress has been

made, it is still premature to predict which method of stem or iPS cell generation

will be most germane for lung regeneration.

c. Fetal-associated stem cells: Recent literature has also described the use of “fetal

associated” stem cells as a multi-or pluripotent cell source. These cells are derived

from tissues and substances associated with a fetus such as the placenta, amnion

and amniotic fluid, umbilical cord blood, Wharton’s jelly, and other components

and may be used to generate lung cells [88]–[90]. Though less is known about these

cells types, this population possesses growth kinetics and plasticity intermediate

between adult and embryonic stem cells. In addition, these cells can be obtained

with little difficulty; human amniotic fluid stem cells, for example, can be derived

from discarded amniocentesis specimens [88], [89]. Similarly, placental- and

umbilical cord-derived stem cells can be collected at birth and stored for potential

future use, without the ethical hurdles that are associated with embryonic stem

cells. Both placental- and umbilical cord-derived stem cells can be differentiated to

cells similar to alveolar epithelium in vitro and express lung epithelial markers in

vivo in a mouse model [88], [90].

4) Strategy for Lung Epithelial Regeneration In Vitro—To recapitulate the

composition of the lung, initial functions include the ability of the cells to adhere to the

decellularized scaffold when delivered to the appropriate compartment, to survive,

proliferate, and differentiate. The repopulated lung must also contain diverse groups of cell

types. Each type must exist in an anatomically appropriate region of the lung. Several

groups have used a variety of cell types to repopulate acellular lung scaffolds. Despite

differences in the decellularization method, cell type, culture medium, and bioreactor

conditions, these studies highlight several key strategies for successful repopulation. These

include 1) the use of a mature cell phenotype or support to become such during culture, 2)

the application of appropriate physiological stimuli such as ventilation and perfusion during

culture, and 3) exposure of the airway compartment to air when possible. The culture time

required to achieve mature phenotypes distributed throughout the lung will depend in part on

the maturity of the cells used, and may range from 7–10 days to several weeks or months

[3], [13], [28], [91].
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When supplied with a minimal medium and cultured on the acellular lung in vitro, mature

cell types outperform less differentiated populations. Mixed, fully differentiated lung cells

from neonatal rats expressed a greater variety and abundance of mature lung cell types under

these conditions, compared to a mixed population of fetal rat lung cells [3], [4]. Neonatal rat

lung cells also exhibit regional specificity of epithelial marker expression when seeded into

the airway compartment of decellularized lungs. In addition to the alveolar epithelial cell

markers AQP-5 and pro-SPC, markers of types I and II cells, respectively, CCSP was also

abundant in cells lining proximal airways. In some cases, cytokeratin-14 positive cells were

located beneath the club cell populations, suggestive of a basal cell-like phenotype [3].

Though fetal lung cell cultures showed evidence of distal lung markers SP-A, SP-C, TTF-1

and T1α, the variety of cell types and regional localization of neonatal cultures was largely

not observed in fetal lung cell populations [4], [92].

Immature, progenitor populations can be used to produce differentiated epithelium within an

acellular matrix when additional support is provided, however. Subcutaneous implantation

of a decellularized mouse lung repopulated with “predifferentiated” murine embryonic stem

cells (mESC) is one way to provide this support. Much like the kidney capsule assay,

subcutaneous implantation provides a physiological microenvironment that favors cell

survival, proliferation, and differentiation. After two weeks of cultivation, the repopulated,

implanted lung contained cells positive for the distal lung epithelial markers TTF-1 and pro-

SPC. There were also scattered FOXJ1+ cells indicating the presence of proximal airway

cells [13]. Additional studies with lung progenitors derived from mESC or human iPS cells

resulted in mature lung cell markers after treatment with differentiation and maturation

medium during culture [13], [28], [91]. After ten days of culture, the mESC-derived

progenitors showed both regionally appropriate and robust expression of alveolar epithelial

markers associated with maturation [28]. In contrast, the undifferentiated mESC cultured in

a minimal medium were relatively unorganized and somewhat lacking in definitive lung

epithelial markers both at 14 and 21 days [15]. Most impressively, the iPS-derived human

lung progenitor cultures (cultured on human lung ECM for up to 55 days) contained both the

messenger RNA and the protein for a diverse array of proximal and distal lung epithelial

markers. These included the basal cell marker p63 and the club cell marker CCSP. In

addition, these cells expressed TTF-1 (NKX2.1). These markers are associated with distal

lung progenitors, club cells, and type II epithelial cells, respectively. Multiple surfactant

proteins characteristic of type II cells were detected. The type I epithelial marker T1α

(podoplanin, PDN) was also present. Additionally, the SP-B+ cells demonstrated the ability

to take up labeled surfactant protein B, indicating the functional capacity to recycle

surfactant [91]. Clearly, biochemical signals are an important part of encouraging regionally

and functionally specific lung epithelial cell types and are a fruitful avenue for additional

pursuit.

In addition to biochemical signals, mechanical signals such as ventilation are also important

stimuli for maturation of lung cells during development [93]. Ventilation of lung constructs

has been used to promote lung phenotypes in repopulated decellularized constructs [3], [4],

[9], [92]. Indeed, lack of ventilation leads to decreased cell coverage of the extracellular

matrix scaffold and accumulation of the protein in the airways of lungs cultured for eight
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days [3]. When whole, native rat lungs are cultured in vitro, ventilation leads to maintenance

of CCSP expression in the airways and robust expression of pro-SPC in punctate,

cytoplasmic locations, similar to the native lung. Lungs that were perfused only displayed

more diffuse and somewhat less abundant pro-SPC staining. A count of apoptotic cells in

lungs that were simultaneously ventilated and perfused showed cell viability equal to that of

freshly explanted rat lungs; either ventilation or perfusion alone were vastly better than static

lung culture [94].

Finally, the creation of an air–liquid interface by ventilation with air during culture has a

positive effect on the lung cell phenotype. When exposed to the air rather than submerged in

the liquid, type II cells produce more surfactant [95], and proximal cells maintain a ciliated

phenotype [96]. Cilia were also observed in neonatal-seeded scaffolds when ventilated with

air [3]. The appearance of T1-α, a type I marker, and cilia in the experiments by Longmire

et al. [28] is also likely derived from the tendency of unanchored lung slices to float in the

liquid media (unpublished observations), thereby creating an air–liquid interface.

Ultimately, for effective epithelial repopulation, the key stem and progenitor cells that must

be recapitulated are basal cells, club cells, and alveolar type II cells. In fact, these cells are

likely indispensable to any serious lung tissue engineering effort, as they provide

antecedents for the epithelium of each of the three major regions of the lung, including the

trachea, airways (bronchi, bronchioles, etc.), and alveoli. Administration of basal cells, club

cells, or other lung-resident progenitors to a decellularized scaffold has not been evaluated.

The appearance of some of the markers of each of these cells in the Huang studies is

encouraging. However, the degree of organization is not clear. Studies designed to explore

the regional specificity of a progenitor cell population’s survival in the whole lung and the

ability of the cells to constitute an organized epithelium in an acellular extracellular matrix

scaffold long term would provide additional necessary information for lung engineering

efforts.

If these cells can be induced to differentiate in a regionally specific way within a whole

acellular lung scaffold, perhaps based on microenvironmental cues, such a “one cell type”

approach would be appealing. This approach may also have the potential to capitulate the

heterogeneity that exists within the cell type. Basal cells, club cells, and alveolar type II cells

are all heterogeneous populations [59], [61], [97], [98]. However, if this type of organization

cannot be achieved, more mature phenotypes, such as bona fide basal, club, or type II cells

may be required. In that case, site-specific cell delivery will become an important element of

repopulation efforts.

In the case of any repopulation efforts, time points at which repopulated cells are evaluated

are critical. A phenomenon of “dedifferentiation,” followed by “redifferentiation,” has been

described under a variety of conditions. Early experiments using basal cells and secretory

cells to repopulate denuded trachea, for example, followed this sequence of events [98], as

did repair following basal cell ablation [97]. In the case of human iPS cell-derived lung field

progenitor cells, the appearance of mRNA for distal lung markers was apparent at d15 in the

absence of protein. This was followed by disappearance of the RNA signal, then recurrence,

accompanied by the robust protein expression of distal markers [91]. Though the time
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required to reach this “maturation” stage was sometime between 15 and 48 days,

regeneration of an epithelial layer may be possible in 7–14 days [97], [98]. This will require

both a sufficient density of cells seeded into the scaffold, and culture conditions that will

foster the proliferation and differentiation of regional epithelial populations. Because an

acellular substrate may mimic an “injured” substrate in some respects, cells cultured in this

environment may activate “repair” programs, compared to cells in a confluent monolayer.

This state, described for basal cells in both mice [99] and humans [100], is characterized by

a high proliferative index and extensive expansion of the basal cell pool. The use of cells in

this state would facilitate rapid repopulation of the scaffold and provide a pool of cells to

recapitulate multiple differentiated phenotypes, as basal cell hyperplasia gives way to

differentiated phenotypes of the tracheal and bronchial epithelium [99], [100].

More primitive stem and progenitor cells also possess a greater capacity for proliferation

than differentiated cell types. The 10 billion proximal airway cells and 35 billion alveolar

epithelial cells required to recellularize a set of human lungs will demand extensive

expansion. Whether this should occur prior to seeding on the lung or during culture on the

lung matrix must be further evaluated.

C. Endothelial Cells

1) Endothelial Cell Functions—Like the epithelium, the endothelium exhibits

significant heterogeneity that needs to be understood in order to modulate the contribution of

each type to the engineered lung tissue. An intact endothelial monolayer prevents the

formation of fibrin clots largely by preventing contact of blood with the underlying collagen

of the basement membrane and interstitial extracellular matrix [101]. Heparan sulfate also

binds antithrombin III and chondroitin sulfate, and dermatan sulfate facilitates binding of the

thrombomodulin in the EC membrane with the circulating thrombin [102]. Additionally, the

endothelium produces hemoactive compounds such as nitric oxide and prostacylins, which

actively inhibit platelet aggregation.

In response to mechanical stimuli, pulmonary endothelial cells of arterial origin produce

more prostacyclin than venous endothelium [103]. Pulmonary artery endothelial cells also

express more tissue plasminogen activator than microvascular endothelial cells or HUVECs,

though microvascular endothelial cells express more urokinase-type plasminogen activator

[102], [104]. Both of these enzymes convert plasminogen to plasmin, which lyses fibrin

clots. Therefore, repopulation of an otherwise thrombogenic substrate, such as decellularized

lung with cells that produce fibrinolytic substances would be advantageous. By actively

mitigating the formation or stability of fibrin clots, the presence of plasminogen activators

could potentially prolong the life of an implanted graft.

An effective endothelial layer, particularly in the lung, also depends critically on successful

barrier function. Compared to the endothelium of the large vessels, microvascular

endothelial cells express more cell–cell junction molecules such as N-cadherin, VE-

cadherin, and activated leukocyte cell adhesion molecule, a component of adherins junctions

[105]. Consequently, microvascular endothelial cells form tighter cell–cell junctions [105],

[106]. Human lung microvascular endothelial cells may also enhance the barrier function of

epithelial cells [107], which actually provide a barrier with a smaller transport threshold than
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that of the endothelium. Compared to the 5-nm cutoff for endothelial cell–cell barriers, the

epithelium provides a barrier to molecules greater than 1 nm.

Finally, the endothelium, especially the microvascular endothelium, plays a critical role in

the support of regional epithelial stem and progenitor cell proliferation [108]. VEGF

receptor inhibitor [109] or knockout of endothelial nitric oxide synthase [110] leads to fewer

airspaces and a disrupted alveolar structure. These results highlight the importance of the

endothelium, not only for its role in blood interactions and trans epi-and endothelial

transport, but also for supporting normal epithelial behavior and lung structure. A

repopulated scaffold that lacks the endothelium may not, in fact, be able to recapitulate

appropriate function without the paracrine factors endowed by the endothelium.

2) Endothelial Cell Sources—Several groups have reported the differentiation of

endothelium from human iPSs and human embryonic stem cells [71], [111]–[118]. Human

iPS cell-derived ECs differentiated in the static culture express general endothelial markers

CD31 and VE-Cadherin, but are functionally and phenotypically heterogeneous, with

arterial, venous, or lymphatic subtypes present [115]. Whereas some groups report that ECs

derived from human ES or iPS cells resemble a primarily arterial phenotype [117], others

report that a larger percentage of cells are of a venous phenotype [119]. This is likely

accounted for by the use of different protocols and the variety of soluble factors used to

drive differentiation. Nevertheless, these cells appear to be efficacious in vivo—

transplantation of iPS-ECs improved neovascularization and blood flow recovery in a hind

limb ischemic model [120]. Furthermore, iPS-ECs displayed good attachment, stabilization,

patency, and characteristic vascular structure when seeded on decellularized vessel scaffolds

[121], [122]. Therefore, in vitro differentiation of the pluripotent cells could indicate a

viable population to scale up for the vascularization of the engineered lung [121], [122]

3) Strategy for Lung Endothelial Regeneration In Vitro—For successful vascular

engineering of the lung, derivation of the endothelium from iPS cells for this purpose will

likely include a combination of arterial and microvascular endothelial cells. Approximately

half of the cells used to reseed a lung must be vascular endothelium. For a human lung, this

tallies over 100 billion cells. Few definitive data have been reported thus far regarding

comprehensive endothelialization of acellular organ scaffolds. The only reports of

endothelial cell seeding of decellularized lung extracellular matrix scaffold are those of

implanted engineered rat lungs. Each of these constructs included a population of

endothelial cells within the vascular compartment of the engineered tissue. In addition to an

uneven distribution of endothelial cells within the compartment, the constructs lacked

complete coverage of the basement membrane by a continuous endothelial monolayer. This

led to thrombosis and failure of the organ within hours [3], [4], to days [124]. The only other

report of endothelial cells invested in a decellularized matrix was the ingrowth of vessels in

a subcutaneously implanted construct. Whether these vessels essentially “tunneled” through

the matrix or faithfully traversed the existing vascular conduits is unclear [13].

For advances to be made in this area, considerations for repopulating an acellular scaffold

include the cell size in comparison to the capillary diameter, cell density, and cell type. Ott

et al. used human umbilical vein endothelial cells and Petersen et al. used rat lung
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microvascular endothelial cells. While the venous endothelium is widely available, arterial

and microvascular endothelium possess more appropriate characteristics for the lung

endothelium. They possess greater capacity for anticoagulation and proliferate more quickly.

Rapid proliferation will facilitate coverage of the extensive vascular surface area of a lung

scaffold on a short time scale.

Regardless of the type of the endothelium used, the single most important task is to create a

monolayer of cells within as many capillaries as possible. The capillary beds possess the

highest portion of the vascular surface area and are also at greatest risk for thrombosis, due

to the low flow in these regions. Capillaries are also the sites of gas exchange. For all of

these reasons, successful endothelialization is the single most important (and most

challenging) component of the lung or any organ tissue-engineering endeavor.

D. Interstitial and MSCs

Interstitial cells comprise approximately 30% of the cells in the lung—approximately 75

billion cells in a full set of human lungs. They primarily serve to provide structural stability,

as well as biochemical and physical support for the surrounding endothelial and epithelial

cell populations. There are many different types of interstitial cells, each with distinct

functions. Fibroblasts are differentiated cells that produce and degrade the extracellular

matrix. Though the extracellular matrix turnover declines with age, approximately 2–10% of

the collagen in an adult lung may be renewed every day [125].

Additional in vitro experiments have demonstrated the ability of various stromal cells to

accelerate epithelial wound repair via migration and proliferation [126]. The lung

mesenchyme promotes branching and distal lung morphogenesis, and specifies regional

epithelial patterning during development [127]. Interstitial cells promote polarization of the

bronchial epithelium and ciliogenesis via direct contact with the epithelium [128]. Finally,

PDGFRα+ MSCs foster the survival of alveolar epithelial cells and the formation of

“alveolospheres” in vitro [62]. Other specialized interstitial cells of the lung include

lipofibroblasts, telocytes, and pericytes. These interact with epithelial and endothelial cells,

respectively, to process surfactant and promote vascular formation and stabilization [129]–

[131].

Overall, the objective of using interstitial cells in lung tissue engineering is to confer the

physical and biochemical support enjoyed by the normal lung on the engineered tissue. The

central question is which interstitial cells to use for lung tissue engineering. The prolific

production of ECM by fibroblasts, while important and useful when well controlled, may

induce fibrosis in an engineered lung context. Lung MSCs are located in the perivascular

area in the bronchioalveolar region of the lung. While MSCs are generally mesodermal in

origin, studies have also found human lung-specific MSCs to express nestin (a neural stem

cell marker) [132]. In vitro differentiation of the MSC into lung phenotypes has received

great attention, but after almost a decade of research in this area, incontrovertible evidence

of such differentiation remains limited and controversial.

1) Role of MSCs During Injury In Vivo—Bone marrow-derived MSCs have been

shown to play a role in mitigating lung injury in animal models of disease. For example,
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Tropea et al. demonstrated that systemic delivery of MSCs in a mouse model of

bronchopulmonary dysplasia led to significant increase of bronchioalveolar stem cells as

compared with controls [133]. Studies have highlighted the importance of the soluble factors

secreted by MSCs that seem to play a role in the therapeutic efficacy of MSCs [134]. Some

of the critical factors may include keratinocyte growth factor (fibroblast growth factor 7),

interleukin-10, angiopoietin-1, interleukin-1 receptor antagonist, and prostaglandin E2.

2) In Vivo and Clinical Uses of MSCs—Both systemic as well as intratracheal

administration of MSCs in a spectrum of animal models demonstrate the efficacy of MSCs

for resolving lung disease and injury. For a more detailed review, please refer [135]. MSCs

from the bone marrow, placenta, and amniotic fluid have been utilized in human models of

lung injury [136], [137]. A more recent milestone involves a Phase II clinical trial involving

administration of bone marrow MSCs in patients with COPD. Although not efficacious in

mitigating the disease, no adverse effects were reported over the two-year follow-up period

[138]. MSCs have also been used in ex vivo tissue regeneration models. Macchiarini et al.

recently achieved clinical success using autologous bone marrow MSCs and the nasal

epithelium for chondrocytes and luminal epithelium regeneration, respectively, to create

bioartificial airways from decellularized cadaveric tracheas [30], [139], [140].

3) Strategies for the Use of MSCs in Lung Tissue Engineering—To date, several

kinds of stromal cells, such as bone marrow and adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cells,

have been introduced to decellularized lung scaffolds. Decellularized lungs that are

inoculated with MSCs result in cellular deposition mainly in the parenchyma, and to a lesser

extent in the small and larger airways. Where the MSCs attach and bind is largely

determined by the ECM components of the decellularized scaffold, which in turn is highly

defined by the method utilized to de-cellularize the scaffold. Bonvillain et al. found that the

murine MSC initially adhere to areas rich in collagen I and laminin as well as fibronectin-

rich areas, while in a macaque model they showed substantial preference for laminin above

all other matrix molecules [11]. Studies by Daly et al. revealed substantial “homing” of

inoculated MSCs to collagen I, collagen IV, and laminin-rich areas, but very little binding of

MSCs to fibronectin [12]. There is mounting evidence that the ECM contributes to the

functional behavior of MSCs [141], [142]. Cells with different known integrin expression

have different binding characteristics on the decellularized matrix [12]. Overall,

determination of cell-matrix interactions will be key in understanding the regional

specification of MSCs on a decellularized lung scaffold.

Although MSCs bind to and proliferate on decellularized scaffolds, it is unclear what

phenotypes they assume under different culture conditions. Over a 28-day culture of MSCs

on decellularized mouse lungs in small airway growth medium and basal medium, only

transient expression of TTF1 was detected, and no other epithelial markers [12]. Other

groups reported that rhesus marrow-derived MSCs as well as adipose MSCs in the

decellularized matrix did not have epithelial marker expression after seven days of culture

[11].

Overall, successful employment of interstitial cells for lung tissue engineering may require a

combination of fibroblasts and MSCs. Based on the ratio of cell types in an intact lung, a 1:1
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or 2:1 ratio of interstitial cells to epithelium would be most appropriate. A combination of

MSCs with epithelium, followed by supplementation with differentiated fibroblasts, would

provide epithelial support while minimizing the likelihood of the epithelium being overrun

by MSCs. MSCs are less proliferative, less migratory, and produce less ECM than

fibroblasts. As a source of MSCs, bone marrow and adipose-derived MSCs are most

accessible. Each of these cell types has been used clinically for other applications; these

populations are generally regarded as safe. Bone marrow MSCs have even demonstrated the

ability to support the lung epithelium during acute injury by mitochondrial transfer [143].

However, the ability of these cells to perform appropriately in the context of lung tissue

engineering has not been clearly established. Efforts in the near term will center on

exploring bone marrow and adipose-derived MSCs for tissue engineering.

Long-term, lung-resident MSCs will be the most appropriate MSC source. Human lung-

MSCs instilled into mouse lungs localize to the alveolar compartment, where they secrete

keratinocyte growth factor, a key growth factor for lung epithelium. They also show higher

initial retention and greater longevity in the lung, as compared to fibroblasts [144]. One

caveat is that there may be a variety of lung-MSC subpopulations. One recent report of

MSCs derived from the mature lung, for example, indicates that CD166- lung-MSCs support

the formation of lung epithelium stem cell colonies in vitro, while CD166+ lung-MSCs do

not [145]. Like epithelial cells used for lung tissue engineering, the MSC population that is

used may ultimately have to be a heterogeneous one. Regardless, interstitial cells, including

both MSCs and fibroblasts, will be an indispensable component of a successfully engineered

lung.

IV. Bioreactors

A. Bioreactor Design Criteria

To facilitate seeding of multiple cell types, the bioreactor-mounted decellularized scaffold

should provide independent access to the vascular and airway compartments. Additionally,

the bioreactor must maintain sterility, adequate nutrient transfer and waste removal, and

sufficient oxygen transport to prevent the growing cells from becoming hypoxic. For a lung,

the bioreactor should be capable of providing tissue-specific environmental or mechanical

stimuli such as an air–liquid interface and cyclic stretch (i.e., ventilation), generated by

negative pressure [94], [146]. Like any 3-D tissue, perfusion should also be provided and it

should be pulsatile to mimic the blood supplied to the body by the heart [147]. Bioreactors

such as those used by Price et al. [9] and Petersen et al. [94] are relatively easy to modify to

accommodate different connections or additional ports or probes. Specifically, the ability to

monitor biologically relevant parameters such as pH, lactate, glucose, and CO2 and O2

levels in real time could provide information about the state of the cells populating the

matrix and, ultimately, the function of the organ. Lactate concentration, for example,

directly reflects cellular hypoxia and metabolic state [148].

Obtaining information about cell growth, proliferation, and differentiation over the course of

culture without terminating the experiment, as typical analytical techniques such as RNA or

protein analysis require, would be a significant advancement in whole organ engineering and

culture. In addition to assays for soluble factors, noninvasive evaluation of engineered lungs
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may be possible through imaging techniques such as multiphoton microscopy [149], [150]

or magnetoacoustic-tomography with magnetic induction (MAT-MI) [151]. Multiphoton

microscopy allows imaging of multiple tissue components based on inherent differences in

nonlinear excitation and with minimal photo damage to living cells, while MAT-MI can be

used to construct image of a composite “tissue” (i.e., a phantom with regions of different

salinity) by exploiting differences in electrical impedance.

Additional design considerations particularly important to human lung-sized bioreactors

include cost, overall “handle-ability,” and the availability of pumps and ventilators or other

mechanisms to drive physiological stimuli. The organ size may also make orientation of the

organ within the bioreactor important to successful culture, as gravitational influences on

cell seeding and matrix distension may be important for organs larger than rodent-sized.

Culture medium requirements will also pose a unique challenge to whole lung engineering,

as the volume of the medium required to support a set of adult human lungs, extrapolating

from the medium requirements of a confluent T75 flask of microvascular endothelial cells,

could translate to >300 L of medium per week. If growth factors or small molecules are

added to this volume for the purpose of stem cell differentiation or the support of highly

specialized epithelial phenotypes, the cost could become unsustainable very quickly.

Though the use of multiple cell types simultaneously may provide some “endogenous”

growth factor and paracrine factor support, advances in the recombinant protein production

hold greater potential for reducing the cost of medium additives.

B. Challenges for the Bioreactor Use

With the advent of large-scale cell culture for bioprocess applications (e.g., antibody

production in the pharmaceutical industry), steady advances have increased the bioprocess

protein yield 100-fold since the mid-1980s [152], [153]. Hence, it is not unreasonable to

think that, while current projected costs for whole lung culture are very high, these costs

may come down with increased efficiency of culture medium utilization and bioreactor

improvements.

Finally, biologically relevant mechanical stimuli, while provided by the first generation of

bioreactors reported [9], [94], may not be finely tuned enough to impart the greatest

advantage possible for the developing organ. Ventilation in particular may be the most

important mechanical cue to “get right.” Plentiful evidence exists that the frequency and the

volume of breaths administered to both patients, and to tissues in vitro, have significant

impacts on the health of both the endothelial and epithelial layers [154]–[157]. While

mechanical distension is important for the differentiation of type I and II cells and the

balance between the number of each population in utero [93], [158] and in vitro [159],

overdistension can disrupt barrier integrity [155] and even induce apoptosis of type II cells

[160], [161]. In addition to the tidal volume, ventilation frequency is important—a program

of variable stretch has been shown to impart less injury to and greater surfactant production

by type II epithelium than regular stretch cycles [162]. Ventilation strategy can also

significantly influence pulmonary vascular resistance, thereby affecting perfusion and

vascular integrity [163].
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Therefore, defining an “appropriate ventilation protocol” will likely be critical to cultivating

successful lung tissue. When ex vivo lung perfusion (EVLP) is applied to whole human or

pig lungs, a tidal volume of 6–8 mL/kg, at 7 breaths/min provides adequate ventilation

without adversely affecting cell viability or vascular resistance [163] In addition, Cypel et

al. perform “lung recruitment maneuvers” every hour during the course of EVLP to recruit

regions of collapsed alveoli. A similar strategy may be useful for long-term lung culture.

An appropriate ventilation program for the engineered lung tissue may also necessitate

reconciling the scaffold with the repopulating cell type, as a full-sized adult human lung

containing differentiated cells would typically require 500 ml of air, at a ventilation rate of

12 breaths/min [7]. In contrast, liquid ventilation at approximately 40 breaths/min for

several minutes per hour would be a more logical choice for fetal or primitive cell types, as

this more closely mimics fetal ventilation movements in the human [93]. Ultimately,

exposure to air is beneficial for maintaining and promoting epithelial differentiation [95],

[96], so a transition may have to be made from liquid to air ventilation in vitro. Because of

the “leaky” nature of acellular and newly seeded extracellular matrix scaffolds, quantitative

models or visual information about the “actual stretch” experienced by the cells within the

scaffold will be of use as well.

V. Conclusion

Overall, significant progress has been made in recent years toward engineering functional

lung tissue in vitro. Although the first report of whole heart engineering [123] preceded that

of whole lung by two years [3], [4], work in lung tissue engineering has outpaced that of the

heart, liver (also 2010, [164]), and kidney (2012, [92], [165], [166]), as judged by the

abundance, frequency, and scope of manuscripts produced on this topic. In addition to more

than one group implanting the recellularized tissue and a large number of groups seeding

various cells onto the decellularized tissue, at least three independent groups have

decellularized human and pig lungs [16], [17], [19], scaled up from rodent lungs.

Collectively, groups working on whole lung engineering have been early adopters of new

technology (six papers using proteomics to query the composition of lung scaffolds [11],

[12], [14], [19], [22], [167] exist, for example, compared to only one paper each that uses

this technique to analyze kidney [167] or liver [22] matrix). Though the use of such

techniques will require refinement and greater depth of understanding in order to truly

inform and direct future efforts; the dissemination and use of such tools is a positive sign of

the interest and commitment of multiple groups to advancing lung engineering efforts. There

is also active comparison of decellularization regimens, which will hopefully accelerate the

specification of an “optimized” protocol.

Despite these auspicious first few years, much work remains. Each of the three central

elements of tissue engineering—the scaffold, the cells, and recellularization strategies

designed to deliver the cells to the scaffold, and the bioreactor in which the tissue is

cultivated—require more detailed study and additional improvements.

While decellularized extracellular matrix scaffolds remain the state of the art in whole organ

engineering presently, identifying a reliable scaffold source that will provide consistent
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quality and minimal variability between scaffolds will be critical. In addition, a defined

method of terminal sterilization for a biologically active scaffold of the size and structure

required for whole organ engineering is a tractable but challenging element of moving this

technology to the clinic.

One additional consideration, which perhaps should be examined in tandem with select cell

populations, is the composition of the extracellular matrix after decellularization. Although

many different detergents and other reagents are available to effect cell removal, an optimal

decellularization method for lung tissue engineering has yet to be identified. Clearly,

defining appropriate evaluation criteria for decellularized matrices will be a critical first

step. The ability to articulate specific standards may hinge on the use of tools such as

extracellular matrix proteomics, only recently applied to decellularized lung tissue [11],

[12], [14], [16], [22], [168], that may provide insight heretofore unavailable in the field.

For the purpose of repopulation of the scaffold and generation of the lung tissue, cell

selection will require careful consideration of regionally specific lung stem and progenitor

cells identified to date, as well as continued investigation of lung cell and developmental

biology. In addition, the field will certainly benefit as stem cell biology advances. Unlike the

ability of investigators to generate differentiated cardiomyocytes and hepatocytes from iPS

cells, no one has yet produced a method for directed differentiation of definitive lung cells.

The principle objective of continued work with primary cells is to determine the numbers

and types of cells required to generate an adequate amount of the functional lung tissue to

support an organism.

Advancements in the areas of the bioreactor design will center on improved monitoring of

the developing tissue, as well as more precise control of physical stimuli such as ventilation

and perfusion. In particular, tuning the volume and frequency of ventilation will be

important to both epithelial and endothelial survival [157], [161], and proliferation. Refining

ventilation and perfusion will require bringing the considerable molecular and cellular tools

available for 2-D stretch experiments into three dimensions. Drawing comparisons between

models of compromised alveolar barrier integrity and a partially repopulated acellular

scaffold may also be productive, since the engineered lung tissue may initially resemble an

injured lung more closely than it approximates an intact whole lung.

Ultimately, many if not all of the challenges posed by tissue sterility, scaffold procurement,

bioreactor improvement, and even epithelial cell differentiation and scale up are

surmountable, given sufficient resources, time, and effort. In our opinion, the ultimate

success of lung regeneration in vitro will depend most heavily on the ability of researchers

to produce a sufficiently endothelialized organ. The provision of a nonthrom-bogenic

surface for blood flow, the creation of tight cell–cell junctions [103], [105], and the

production of various dilatory vasoactive substances [103] are needed to ensure patency of

the most extensive vascular bed in the body [169]. Without a profusion of perfused conduits

in close proximity to air, the lung will not function for gas exchange.

The principle consideration to note is that the challenges are many and varied but are not

insurmountable. The combination of talented physicians, scientists, engineers, biologists,
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and others will continue to move the field forward. Importantly, there are many

opportunities for technological innovation and for bridges to be built across disciplines.

Therefore, concerted, collaborative efforts among biologists, engineers, clinicians, chemists,

and emerging areas must be leveraged to overcome the physical and biological challenges of

repopulating a whole organ scaffold with the aim of developing a transplantable organ in

vitro.
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Fig. 1.
Lung engineering includes three main components, including (A) an organ-specific scaffold,

(B) appropriate numbers and types of cells, possibly obtained from the patient that requires

the organ, and (C) a bioreactor in which to cultivate the tissue or organ (C). The leading

source of scaffolds is currently a decellularized extracellular matrix scaffold, while the

optimal cell source has yet to be determined. iPS cells and fetal-associated cells may be

more tractable for the clinic due to fewer ethical hurdles that has led to greater access to

these cell types. iPS cells have the additional benefit of fewer potential immunological

complications. An effective bioreactor must provide physiological stimuli and support active

cell growth.
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Fig. 2.
The lung includes (A) 23 generations of airways, terminating in the (B) alveolar

compartment, which is the site of gas exchange. Two key challenges to successful lung

engineering are 1) determining the source and type of epithelial cells with which to populate

the airways with a sufficient number of cells and 2) engineering an effective alveolar-

capillary barrier, to enable gas exchange. Key cell types are indicated along the airway

branches of the lung (A). Components of the alveolar-capillary barrier are indicated in (B).

This barrier includes type I (T1) and type II (T2) epithelial cells and microvascular

endothelial cells (EC). Tight junctions between T1 cells (*) provide a barrier to components

> 1 nm in diameter. Endothelial cell junctions (**) provide a barrier to material > 5 nm in

diameter. The basement membrane separating the air and blood is < 100 μm thick and

provides approximately half of the barrier function of an intact alveolar-capillary barrier.
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